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Saltley Academy 

 
Minutes of the Local Governing Body Meeting 

 
Tuesday 24th November 2015 at 4.15pm 

 
Attendance 

Mr Michael York (MYO), Ms Nelam Madahar (NMA), Mr Pete Weir (PWE), Ms Astrid Edwards (AED), Mr Chris Spiers 
(CSP), Mr Anwar Hasan (AHA), Ms Shahin Ashraf (SAS), Ms Riaz Bi (RBI), Ms Shamin Akhtar (SAK), Ms Pam Garrington 
(PGA), Ms Zoe Hinks (ZHI), Ms Pauline Kelly (PKE),  
Clerk: Miss Nabila Haseen (NHA) 
 
 
1. 

Welcome and Apologies 

 
 

The Chair of Governors welcomed everyone to the meeting. He informed the LGB that Ms Madahar would 
be chairing today’s meeting as Vice Chair. 
 
Apologies: None 
Ms Janagal is on maternity leave 
 

 
2. 

Minutes and Matters arising 
 
 

 Ms Madahar asked whether everyone agreed with the last meeting’s minutes; all agreed.  

- Skills audit 

Ms Madahar requested that the LGB completes a Skills Audit. Miss Haseen to email this out to 
#Governors and the LGB to email Miss Haseen back with their completed Audits. Ms Madahar 
also asked if the Audit Tool could be emailed out to the #Governors group as we now have new 
members of the LGB. 

Ms Madahar asked whether a deadline could be put in place to ensure that the Skills Audit was 
completed by all members of the LGB; ‘two weeks today’ was agreed; Tuesday 8th December 
2015.  

 - Date for meeting; RE: Birmingham Audit Tool 

Mr York informed the body that he had read the Toolkit, and requested that the sub-committee 
also did due to the value it has. Mr York highlighted that the key point about the Toolkit is how 
we use the information provided in relation to a training and development plan. He felt that 
reading through the Audit is important, but then implementing the findings is also central as it 
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allows one to develop and move forward. 

A sub-committee was created in relation to the Birmingham Audit Tool; Mr Hasan, Ms Madahar 
and Ms Bi put themselves forward for this. Ms Madahar will arrange a meeting with the 
subcommittee to review the Toolkit.     

 - Building works 

Mr Weir updated the LGB on the building works in the school. A classroom had been newly 
refurbished a week before, and a few new office rooms had been constructed. At present, the 
priority is to ensure the building work has been completed effectively. Looking at the work from a 
pupil perspective, the building work is fine as it is up and running, although there are two 
colleagues who have been nomadic. At present the issues identified have not been fully resolved 
i.e. meeting room has asbestos; it may cost the school more money to resolve these issues. 
Additional costs were required for the Arts faculty and this resulted in a work delay, (the main 
issue identified here was to do with the sources of water and gas). 

Mr York asked how long the school had been working with COFELY; and whether it had been 15 
years? Mr Weir agreed and said Dev Bramwell holds them to account against the contract. Whole 
jobs need to be logged, yet doing isn’t always realistic in a school environment; the pace of the 
such environment and quality of service can be an issue. 

Mr York asked whether the delay has had any impact of the teaching staff. Mr Weir informed him 
that Mr Cassidy and Ms Khan have been very patient. Mr Weir described the situation as 
unsettling; although he did not feel it was a major issue. The first half term was a peaceful one, 
and this helped, yet generally one would refer to the experience of the building work as 
unsatisfactory. 

Ms Bi asked why so much building work is taking place; Mr Weir responded and said that the 
corridor behaviour of pupils was an issue, and so to minimise the disruption caused, the school 
library which was originally upstairs had been moved downstairs. New classrooms have been built 
upstairs where the old library used to be, so the space has been used to accommodate further 
learning. A new Performing Arts block has also been created across the playground; the idea was 
to keep all dinner-time activities in one place.  

Ms Madahar asked about the impact of building work in relation to the budget, and whether any 
money was borrowed from the MAT? Mr Weir informed her that the Arts project was an 
inherited one before the MAT; it was already up and running. Mr York raised a concern about 
borrowing funds; stating that if one borrows money, they are required to pay it back, he then 
went on to ask whether this would have an impact of the resources the school purchases in order 
to aid the learning of pupils? Mr Weir said that the budget is tight, however in order to talk 
figures he would need to speak to Mike Edwards to get numbers. Mr York said that he would like 
this to be on the agenda for the next meeting. 

 - Disapplication for assemblies 

Mr Weir said that we need to keep updated with government policy in relation to the above. Ms 
Akhtar asked whether parents or staff views are taking into account when making a decision 
about the above? Mr Weir replied and said that schools do not need to follow the Christian faith, 
the legal obligation is for collective worship. Ms Bi asked how frequently collective worship 
happens in the school; Mr Weir informed her that each House engages in such once a week, there 
is a reading club up and running on Wednesday morning, but on the other days collective worship 
takes place. Ms Akhtar asked whether the time is used for reflection?  Mr Weir informed her that 
the time is used to address current issues to do with the media, the law etc. 
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3. 
UNICEF 

 
 

 Ms Edwards informed the LGB that the school had been given the opportunity to work towards 
achieving a Respecting Rights award from UNICEF, and that this is something that Birmingham is 
rather keen on. Ms Edwards went on to say that she and other staff have attended meetings in 
relation to such; one during mid-September, which informed her more about the award. Ms 
Edwards mentioned the project will last two years; nonetheless the school already has a lot in 
place in relation to obtaining the award. The school has already been awarded the recognition of 
achievement certificate. Ms Edwards went on to say that an audit needs to be completed; in 
relation to the rights of children. She informed the LGB that UNICEF is a children’s charity, and a 
lot of their work is used in school; particularly their policies e.g. bullying. Everyone is aware of the 
project, at the end of summer the school will hopefully be at level 1 where assessors can come in 
and discuss development. Ms Edwards informed the LGB that the school currently engages in 
many of the activities UNICEF require the school to complete e.g. Charity balls, pupil/staff 
questionnaires, online surveys available via Smoodle, and Dimensions days. The Head of 
Citizenship has part responsibility in this project, and we as a school have come a long way in 
relation to it. 
 
Ms Madahar asked how much money it cost the school to implement the project? Ms Edwards 
informed her that it was not expensive, and that £200 had been spent.  
 

 

 
4. 

Head of Academy’s report, to include- 
 

 
     - Achievement 

Ms Madahar wanted to know the outcome of sending English papers back for remarking? Mr 
Weir informed her that there hadn’t been a change to the school’s performance measures. Mr 
York then asked why the papers were sent back? Mr Weir replied and said that the papers of 
borderline pupils were sent back to the board, and that the school owed this to them. As a result 
of doing the previous a few pupils benefitted from the remarking. 

Mr Weir said that he had further information to give the LGB in addition to his report; however 
one of the key areas the school was behind in was the tracking of pupils. Mr Weir informed the 
LGB that this was a sensitive issue as one of the key reasons the school was behind is due to the 
data management in school being on gardening leave. As a result of this, a restructure is required. 
At present the school is approximately two weeks behind, even though others in the school had 
been working hard i.e. year 11 data needed to be recreated from scratch; this resulted in targets 
being given out to pupils later. Mr York asked when this issue was highlighted? Mr Weir said that 
the previous data manager had less experience with exams over summer, however he did well 
with this, yet when tasks were set over the summer holiday; this is when things appeared to 
started to go wrong. A support plan was put in place as a result of the previous, yet no real 
progress was made. Mr York then asked whether the lack of data had an effect on SLT? Mr Weir 
stated that data reflections were a lot later than desired; it was not an ideal situation to be in. Mr 
York asked about the new system in place. Mr Weir informed him that he is hopeful. Mr York 
asked whether a mistake had been made when recruiting the Data Manager? Mr Weir said that 
he conducted a very detailed interview with the candidate. The previous manager had 12 years’ 
experience, however he used an academic approach when working with data rather than what 
was required for the school. The opportunity to learn from the predecessor was given, however 
this did not appear to help either.   

    - Teaching and Learning 

(Refer to hand out) 

Mr Weir informed the LGB that the Progress 8 measure had been confirmed as .28 above the 
national average. Ms Akhtar asked what the national average is. Mr Weir explained that the last 
Year 11 had entered the school well below the national average based on their primary school 
results. Therefore, although the 35% 5A*-C was very disappointing in terms of attainment, the 
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students' progress had been significantly above national average. 
 
The key focus now was to maintain progress 8. Mr York said that this is difficult to understand, 
and said that if the cohort are where they should be, and get what they should, then to what 
extent have they made progress? Mr Weir explained that the national average progress will 
change each year. Therefore, in the summer he will be able to report the English and Maths 
attainment immediately, but only be able to give an approximation of Progress 8 based on the 
previous year's national average. 
  
Mr York asked how likely it would be for the school to achieve the required level of progress? Mr 
Weir informed him that data entry would need to be submitted for results to be gathered. Data 
entry had been a serious issue in the school through this term and problems were now being 
addressed. 

Ms Madahar asked about the systems in place regarding predicted grades, managing intervention 
and moderation. Mr Weir highlighted that two key issues were of concern; yet were being 
managed. Firstly, the overall standard of the English IGCSE, including the speaking and listening 
preparation is better this year as pupils are working on the exam they will sit in Easter, at the 
moment. Last year open goals were missed i.e. C/D borderline pupils did not achieve their C, yet 
there was not enough capacity to assess the situation. Nevertheless, this year Mr Weir mentioned 
that he and AED were monitoring the progress made with English, and regular meetings with the 
Head of Department and KS4 coordinator are held. As a result of this, progress is being made in 
relation to coursework; pieces are being RAG rated. Deadlines have been set and are being 
followed. Observations have been conducted with staff, and the quality of teaching does not 
appear to be an issue. Book scrutinies are also taking place, and specific books are reviewed at 
regular intervals. 

Secondly, with Maths, grade boundaries changed to the 2014 boundaries; which was of particular 
concern as they appeared to be harsher than the previous. 

Mr York shared his concern that 56% of pupils being at a D grade is a not desirable. Mr Weir 
reassured him that the D’s will be moving up to C’s this year. Mr York asked why extra-curricular 
work was not conducted in English when it was in Maths? Mr Weir informed him that this was 
one of the points on his support plan with English; as it is the collective responsibility of staff to 
do the best they can for our pupils. 

Ms Bi asked about the year 10 mock exams. Mr Weir informed her that data for such should be 
given out to parents during parents evening next week. Ms Bi said that she felt all the emphasis 
appears to be on year 11; they are the priority, she wanted to know what is done for year 10 and 
KS3? Mr Hasan informed her that after school intervention sessions have been organised; 
particularly for Technology. Mr Spiers added that as his subject is practical, it is easy to detect the 
capabilities of pupils in year 10 so that early interventions and progress plans can be created. Mr 
Spiers reassured the LGB that pupils are and have been identified. Ms Bi went on to ask about 
homework; Mr Weir said he would address this at a later stage in the meeting if possible. 

(Refer to hand out) 

Pupil premium data was shared. Last year’s Maths/Numeracy amount was utilised in the 
employment of staff, particularly to support year 10. There was not much of a correlation 
between EBACC students and pupil premium as this subject choice was low amongst such pupils. 
Progress 8 appeared to be the same for pupil premium pupils as it is for non-pupil premium 
pupils.  

Mr York asked what APS is; Mr Weir informed him that it stood for Average Point Score, and 
referred to achievement across the board. Mr York felt that the results were concerning as the 
differences in pupil premium were 5% attainment. Mr Weir informed him that data entry would 
be required for him to give further statistical findings. Mr York asked whether £28,000 was spent 
on premium pupils? Mr Weir informed him that the majority of this was spent on staffing in the 
Maths department as there was the capacity to do this. House managers had been recruited; an 
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additional house now exists due to vertical tutoring. The school has had issues with data and this 
would impact the budget. Mr York asked whether £28,000 would be enough funds for the school 
to work with; Mr Weir said no, and that the only alternative would be to make teachers 
redundant. Mr Weir went on to say that an additional tutor had been employed (an experienced 
Maths teacher previously) as he wished to reduce his working pattern. This transition did not 
affect the finances much. Mr Weir said that money for resources would probably be the first thing 
that becomes limited if funds are not efficient. Ms Ashraf asked how much money is given for 
Pupil Premium individuals; Mr Weir responded and said that £600,000 is given, yet the majority of 
this is spent on staffing. Mr York felt as though progress is being made. In response to the 
previous, Mr Weir said that things are definitely in a different place now in relation to English. 
Last year was a hectic year which resulted in a lot of time being spent on settling things down, 
however as this was not the case anymore; key issues within the school could be focused upon.  

    - Behaviour, Well-being and Personal Development 

(Refer to hand out) 

Mr Weir informed the LGB that the current year 9’s were a challenging group, however, strategies 
were in place to change this. An example of this is the mentoring programme held in school. The 
new housing system has also helped in relation to behaviour, as pupils of different ages are 
mixing with one another. Ms Akhtar asked about the number of year 9 detentions. Mr Weir 
informed her that most of the detentions came from low-level disruption. The number of external 
exclusions has also declined in number, as have the number of fixed term inclusions. 

Ms Madahar commented on her walk around the school with Mr Weir; she felt as though low-
level disruption is the key behavioural concern, and it would be interesting to find out what the 
root cause of this is. Mr Spiers reminded everyone of the many changes that have had happened 
in the school recently; i.e. vertical tutoring and the new house system. He added that many of the 
changes have had a positive impact on clamping down poor behaviour. Ms Madahar reiterated 
Mr Spiers’ comments and said that it is important to look at the positive also i.e. when she walked 
around the school with Mr Weir, there was a calm environment.  

Mr Weir informed the body that introduction of green cards was a success as pupils responded 
well to such. After a quality review of the policies and procedures in school, it was gathered that 
pupils were not rewarded for positive behaviour thus the green cards system has met this need.   

Mr Weir shared attendance data with the LGB. Mr York asked whether a pupil had been taken out 
of the country, returned, and an authorised absence had been given? As this action had resulted 
in a dip in the attendance. In response to this Ms Edwards said that the school were unable to 
take the pupil discussed off-roll. 

Mr Weir told the LGB that there had been eight issues in total in relation to child safeguarding. Mr 
York asked whether the LGB could take part in the Hays Safeguarding course? Ms Edwards 
responded and said that the school has a licence for the previous, and that an updated version 
would be available which includes further training on radicalisation. The course consists of four 
key units and AED said that she would pass details of such to the LGB. Ms Edwards shared her 
experience of training programmes she had attended on CP and said that Birmingham is 
improving in relation to this. Ms Madahar felt that the LGB also need to have this training and in 
response to this Ms Edwards said that the school organises several activities which accommodate 
all children’s needs. 

Ms Ashraf asked what the school policy is for an adult who is suspected or accused of a CP issue? 
Mr Weir informed her that he dealt with a similar situation recently in that a TA visited 
inappropriate websites during a lesson. The issue was sent to PREVENT one week ago and the 
person involved is aware.  

Ms Ashraf shared her knowledge on upcoming educational plans. She informed the body FGM 
and extremism cases were now going to be merged together as being part of the same issue. The 
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LGB aired an aura of disapproval in relation to this knowledge. 

Mr Weir went on to discuss the Football for Peace project which had been organised for year 8. 
Other schools also participate in such, and an equal number of girls and boys were involved. A 
Dimensions Day has been planned for Monday 7th December 2015, and Mr Weir informed the 
body that Mr York would also be in school on this date. The school is on the up, and positive 
publicity has been shared in relation to previous activities conducted in school i.e. St George’s 
Day. Mr York felt positively about this and said that the year 7 visit to the Birmingham City Centre 
as well as the annual History PGCE event organised with the University of Birmingham are two 
great examples of how the school is moving forward. Mr York explained what the PGCE History 
day consisted of. Mr Spiers added that the PE department also run something similar with the 
University.   

    - Leadership and Management, to include budget & risk register 

Mr Weir informed the LGB that staffing would be something he needs to think about as a notice 
for the retirement of Astrid Edwards; Deputy Head Teacher had been given. There were also two 
vacancies in Maths; however two long-term colleagues have changed their working pattern to 
accommodate the school. Two technicians are yet to need to be appointed, and there has been a 
slight change to the SENCO role (a new appointment has been made to accommodate this). A 
Geography teacher would be leaving the school during Christmas, and the support plan for the 
Data Manager would be reviewed next week. Mr Weir went on to say that two teachers were 
currently on a support plan, and two members of staff were on maternity leave.  

Mr York shared his observation that staff absence is slowing creeping up. Mr Weir said that there 
is one colleague who is off on long-term sickness. Odd days off were of concern, and six members 
of staff were being monitored in relation to such (i.e. a notice of concern had been given with 
improvements suggested). On the plus, the cover budget has reduced as staff in school are used 
to cover lessons as opposed to getting new, daily, agency staff. Mr Weir informed the body that 
the amount of cover this year was far less compared to last year; Mr Hasan reinforced this by 
saying that the cover list is often just one A4 page this year, as opposed to the pages and pages he 
used to see previously.  

Mr York asked what staff morale was like at the moment? In response, Mr Spiers said that the 
flexible timetable this year has meant more non-contact time. As a result of this, school staff are 
used for cover, and there appears to be more of a teamwork spirit. Ms Madahar shared her 
approval of this method and said that if there is capacity to use school staff for cover then it 
should be done. 

Mr York asked about the school’s situation in relation to the budget. Mr Weir said that the school 
was currently completing a Health and Safety Audit, and so, to share details of such in the first 
instance; this would need to be completed. Mr Weir went on to say that a colleague was 
suspended at the beginning of this academic year, and there has a TA who has been on long-term 
sickness. Both of these factors did have an impact on the budget. 

Mr Weir informed the body that the school had been busy and were involved in the SIP review, 
Unicef, and a new homework policy had been introduced in relation to the online platform; 
Smoodle. With AED announcing her retirement, there will need to be a reshuffle with SLT. In 
relation to the risk register, Mr Weir said that the support plan had been reviewed, and at present 
the plan for next year had been checked. 

Mr Weir informed the LGB that unfortunately, a pupil had passed away this week. He went on to 
say that a number of issues in the community did appear to be arising; particularly around gang 
activity and knives with the elder year groups. Mr Pete White has had a meeting with the police 
about recent concerns.   
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5.  
Governing roles 

 

 Ms Madahar wanted to go over the governing roles in the LGB; particularly as we have had new 
members join. Mr Weir said that in relation to addressing the Safeguarding area, an Audit could 
be completed. Ms Edwards said that she wouldn’t mind having a meeting in relation to this with 
members. Mr York said that it would be a good idea to have a member of the LGB who had 
responsibility for such and Ms Shahin Ashraf put herself forward for this. There were votes to 
support this decision. 
 
Ms Madahar said that she would like to take the lead on Finance; Mr Weir informed her that the 
current budget was tight. Ms Nelam Madahar was approved by the body to have responsibility for 
Finance. Ms Madahar asked whether it would be possible to review the budget on a monthly 
basis? Mr York informed her of the current policy i.e. numbers are reviewed by exception. Ms 
Madahar to liaise with Mr Mike Edwards in relation to the finances. 
 
Ms Bi showed interest in having responsibility for Teaching and Learning as part of the LGB. Mr 
Weir informed her that she would need to liaise with Mr Ash Khan; the current Acting Assistant 
Head. Mr Weir asked whether the responsibility for SEN should be given to a member of the LGB? 
It was decided that this decision would be made at a later date.  
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6. AOB  

 Ms Bi asked about the organisation of dinner time in school. She was aware that a new split-
lunch system exists, however wanted to know whether this resulted in no lunch being left for 
pupils who are on ‘Second lunch’? Mr Weir answered this question and said that a new dining 
hall had been created; one which always has plenty of food! However it is a case of pupils 
trying new foods. Mr Spiers added that the Healthy food initiative had been introduced in 
school to promote better eating habits. Thus, Mr Weir concluded and said that food is 
available; it is just not pizza and chips on a daily basis. 
 
Ms Akhtar asked whether the pupil entrance doors are open at 8am, as her child has informed 
her that they have had to wait outside in the cold. Mr Weir said that he would ensure 
everything is at it should be in relation to this. 
 
Ms Madahar asked whether the LGB were required to have a DBS check? Mr Weir informed 
her that a DBS check is required. Miss Haseen added that she had a camera and would like to 
take photographs of the members of the LGB in preparation for their passes. A DBS would be 
required prior to a pass being given to members.  
 
Ms Madahar went on to say that the Skills Audit also needs completing, and whether it would 
be possible to have some training in relation to this; maybe half a day to develop their skills? 
Mr York summarised and said that the current LGB is a new one, which does to a certain 
degree lack experience. Mr York proposed a training session for all members of the MAT 
governing bodies to attend so that they could all learn from one another. Mr Weir said that he 
would pass this idea onto Ms Bev Mabey (Head teacher at Washwood Heath Academy). 
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7.  

Confirmation of date for next meeting 
 

 Tuesday 26th January 2016, 4.15pm, Saltley Academy 
 
Upcoming meetings: 
Tuesday 15th March 2016, 4.15pm, Saltley Academy 
Tuesday 17th May 2016, 4.15pm, Saltley Academy 
Tuesday 12th July 2016, 4.15pm, Saltley Academy 
 

 

 


